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third to two-fifths of secondary school students chose the scientific sections?0 Later
comparative studies reveal that innovations that sprang up in the late 1950s and early
1960s had more to do with new methodologies than with new and more modern
subject matter in the courses offered in general secondary schools.21
Still, making all allowances for the strength of tradition, the momentum for
modernizing reform was obviously gathering speed from mid-nineteenth century
onward. This applies to what we have identified earlier as three ingredients of modern
education: the secular and scientific, the practical and the professional, and the
differentiated and diversified. The interrelationships among these factors are so com-
plicated that they cannot possibly be unravelled here. They are simply lumped
together here under the heading technical specialism, the increasing tendency to
organize knowledge in specialized and calculated ways to achieve concrete goals for
practical purposes.
In the main, the provisions for education to develop technical specialism in
Western Europe were more scattered and diffuse, and suffered more from lower
prestige in comparison with university forms of higher education than has been the
case in the United States or in Soviet Russia.22 Frank Bowles points out that Europe
could recover relatively quickly and go on to expand economically after World War II
without making major changes in education related to economic development, because
it already had a large reservoir of trained manpower from its partly modernized prewar
educational system. But he argues that continued social and economic development
cannot be maintained unless the European educational systems radically change their
approaches to technological education in the future. They must do this as the
American and the Russian systems did in the 1930s when they expanded the training
of personnel for the technical, administrative, and service professions through the state
universities in the United States and the polytechnical programs in the Soviet Union. If
the universities do not respond, new kinds of higher education will need to be
developed to break the blockages.
The Robbins report on higher education in England made much the same point
when it compared British higher education with the European continent, Russia, and
the United States, The hierarchical system of Europe not only assigns lower prestige
but attracts fewer numbers to technological and professional studies compared with
university studies. The crux of the matter is that the universities dominate the higher
education scene, but they are the least diversified in their offerings of a practical and
professional nature, and thus they do not produce the variety and range of trained
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